COP 22 - Marrakech - 7-18 November 2016
Side Event
"Climate change, governance and law"

Date: Wednesday, November 9, 2016 from 19:00 to 20:30
Location: Green Zone room Ziz / GREEN Zone, Room Ziz

Welcome and animation: Michel Prieur, Professor Emeritus, President of the CIDCE

- "The effectiveness of the Paris agreement"
  by Luciane Martins De Araujo, PhD and Professor at the Pontifical Catholic University of Goias (Brazil)

- "The differentiation of national obligations for the climate: for effective and fair application"
  by Hugues Hellio, Lecturer HDR of Public Law, University of Artois (France)

- "Ocean Options for Climate Change Mitigation: the International Legal Framework"
  by José Juste Ruiz, University professor of Derecho Internacional. Universidad de Valencia (Spain)

- "Legal obligations under the Paris Agreement: implications for business"
  by Eric Orts, Guardsmark Professor Legal Studies and Business Ethics Department
  The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania (USA)

- "Embracing a Winning Strategy: Creating Mutual Earnings in Natural Resource Management Negotiations"
  by Bruno Verdini, Executive Director - MIT Harvard Mexico Negotiation Program,
  Assistant Director - MIT Science Impact Collaborative, Lecturer - Department of Urban Studies and Planning, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (USA)

E-mail: michel.prieur@unilim.fr et admin@cidce.org
http://www.cidce.org
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